Abstract-Space compaction of test responses provides parallel access to functional outputs and reduces testing time and test data volume. We present a new space compaction approach that only uses information about the fault-free responses for a precomputed test set . It is, therefore, especially suitable for embedded cores. It does not make any assumption about an underlying fault model, and it does not make use of any structural information about the core. Advantages of this approach include complete error propagation for all errors and optimum (provably maximum) compaction ratio. Classical linear space compactors often require structural information and can only guarantee error propagation for a specific fault model. In contrast, the proposed compactor design is based on the use of orthogonal transmission functions, which allow all errors produced by to be propagated through the space compactor. We illustrate the proposed method by presenting case studies on compactor synthesis for several large ISCAS benchmark circuits. We show that maximum compaction with low area overhead can be achieved for circuits for which compact test sets are available.
I. INTRODUCTION

E
MBEDDED CORES are now being increasingly used in large system-on-a-chip (SOC) designs [2] . These pre-designed functional blocks facilitate design reuse, allow greater on-chip functionality, and lead to shorter product development cycles. However, intellectual property (IP) cores pose major test challenges; for example, the system integrator is faced with the problem of propagating the test responses of an IP core to observable chip I/Os. If an IP core feeds some user-defined logic (UDL) or other IP cores, the errors in its test response may be masked before they can be observed. While wrapper cells can be placed on functional outputs to observe test responses [1] , they increase testing time due to test data serialization. This is shown in Fig. 1(a) . A different approach is to use space compaction to observe test responses of an IP core that feeds UDLs or other IP cores; see Fig. 1(b) . Such parallel access to a core facilitates at-speed testing, and reduces test application time and test data volume.
Space compaction refers to the process of reducing a -bit-wide data stream to a -bit-wide signature stream, . This may however lead to error masking or aliasing, which occurs when a faulty response maps to the faulty signature. As shown experimentally in [5] , [7] , error masking can be a major problem in space compaction since it reduces fault coverage. Several space compaction methods have been proposed in the literature, e.g., [3] - [17] . These include linear compactors based on parity trees [7] , [4] , [9] , [10] , nonlinear tree compactors [6] , [8] , [17] , and more general nonlinear compactors [11] . The increased use of core-based SOCs has led to renewed interest in output space compaction to reduce test data volume [14] - [16] . When outputs are compacted to signature streams, a factor of reduction is obtained in output data volume. Such output compaction techniques are intended to complement data compression methods that address large test sets for SOCs [18] - [22] .
All the above methods use an underlying fault model to minimize or eliminate error masking. For example, complete error propagation for single stuck-at faults is guaranteed in [8] , [9] , [11] . However, these techniques are closely related to the single stuck-line fault model, therefore their effectiveness for nonmodeled faults is unknown. Since a number of defects for today's ICs cannot be modeled by classical fault models, it is important to design space compactors that propagate the maximum amount of error information, irrespective of an underlying fault model. Furthermore, the above space compaction methods are inherently unsuitable for IP cores since they require structural knowledge about the circuit under test.
It has recently been shown that error-propagating space compaction for embedded IP cores can be achieved with by connecting, in addition to the outputs, all the inputs of the core under test to the compactor [13] . While this method offers a number of advantages, the additional interconnect area required to connect the inputs of the core to the compactor may be unacceptable.
We present a general approach for designing error-propagating space compactors that relies only on the knowledge of a precomputed compact test set (and fault-free test responses) provided by the designer. These compactors propagate all errors that are produced by at the output of a faulty circuit. This is especially desirable since compact test sets for a classical fault model, such as single-stuck at faults, also detect many nonmodeled faults. The proposed compactor design method makes no restrictive assumption about an underlying fault model, and no information is required about the internal structure of the circuit. It can therefore be directly used for compacting the test responses at the functional outputs of an IP core, especially if the core is designed to be "P1500-ready" [2] .
For any given test set , we present a lower bound on the number of compactor outputs necessary to propagate all errors produced by . The derivation of this lower bound also provides a procedure for designing error-propagating compactors with exactly outputs. We then show that the compaction ratio can be increased further by propagating all errors by applying twice in two time-steps. The two-step compactor is designed using the concept of orthogonal transmission functions, which was first described in [24] for propagating precomputed test sets in hierarchical test generation. Two-step compaction allows us to trade off testing time with the compaction ratio. We show that orthogonal two-step compaction can often be achieved without applying the entire test set in the second time-step; in fact, the total testing time can be reduced from cycles to cycles, where . While the proposed method is general and can be applied to any circuit with a precomputed test set , it yields the best results (high compaction ratio and low area overhead) if is compact and contains a small number of patterns. Recent advances in automatic test pattern generation have led to techniques and tools that provide such compact sets for large circuits [23] , [28] , [29] . If a long test sequence is applied to a circuit, the area overhead necessary for propagating all errors produced by can be high. This is admittedly a limitation of the proposed method; nevertheless, it can be mitigated as outlined below.
Often, long test sequences include a smaller, essential test set . For example, is often generated by an LFSR with additional logic yielding a large test set with . In this case, an error-propagating compactor designed using as described below can be combined with a parity tree [3] that improves the propagation of errors produced by test patterns in . To augment the error-propagating compactor for , we ideally need a space compactor that propagates the maximum amount of error information irrespective of the test set and the underlying fault model. If, in the absence of specific test and fault information, we assume that all errors are equally likely, then it can be shown that a parity tree has the highest probability of propagating arbitrary errors [24] . The parity tree space compactor requires one more time-step for applying the test set , but in this additional time-step, faults may be detected that are not tested by .
The proposed method for one-step compaction is also areaoptimal in the following sense: it provides a (symbolic) logic specification of an error-propagating compactor for subsequent synthesis. Any other compactor design that also propagates all errors produced by and uses the same synthesis tools will therefore require at least as much silicon area. However, this is not true in general for two-step compaction since the orthogonal transmission functions for the two time-steps are not unique.
The proposed design can not only be used for combinational IP cores but also to access the test responses at the functional outputs of full-scan circuits. In order to reduce testing time, most current designs employ multiple scan chains. This often implies that the number of functional outputs is greater than the length of a single scan chain. In order to access the test responses at the functional outputs without increasing further the testing time, the proposed compactor design can be used to propagate errors to a test access mechanism as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
If two-step compaction is used to access the test responses at the functional outputs of a full scan circuit then loading the scan chain twice with the same vector can be avoided as follows: After serially loading the scan cells and running the functional clock for one cycle, the values at the functional output must be held stable until both compaction steps have been carried out. The two compaction steps at the functional outputs can be interleaved with the scan-in and scan-out operation, which avoids an increase in the testing time compared to one-step compaction.
The main contributions of this paper are listed below.
• We derive an upper bound on the compaction ratio that can be achieved for an IP core with any given test set . This provides a lower bound on the number of compactor outputs . It is always achieved since the proof of this result also provides a logic specification for the compactor.
• We prove the following striking result: space compaction with complete error propagation is not possible with linear compactors. In other words, if only linear compactors are used, then complete error propagation can only be achieved if , i.e., the compaction ratio can be at most 1. This is in contrast to space compaction with the single stuck-at fault model, for which complete error propagation with high compaction ratio can indeed be achieved with linear compactors [4] , [9] .
• In order to increase the compaction ratio, we relate space compaction to transmission functions [24] , and utilize orthogonal transmission functions for two-step space compaction. We also derive a lower bound on for two-step compaction.
• We carry out case studies by identifying a number of large ISCAS benchmark circuits to which the proposed method can be easily applied. We synthesize space compactors for these circuits and demonstrate that the area overhead is low to moderate in all cases. The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe one-step compaction, and prove that complete error propagation cannot be achieved with linear compactors. In Section III, we review transmission functions, investigate two-step compaction, and present a lower bound on for two-step compaction. Finally, in Section IV, we present case studies on the synthesis of space compactors for several large benchmark circuits.
II. ONE-STEP COMPACTION
In this section, we examine error-propagating space compaction when the test set is applied to the core exactly once; we refer to this as one-step compaction. First, we present the following lower bound on .
Theorem 1: Let be a test for a core under test . Let be the number of distinct fault-free responses of to . A lower bound on for an error-propagating space compactor for is given by
Proof: The space compactor should detect all faults that cause the test response to change from a fault-free response to some other response . Since may also belong to the set of fault-free responses ( may be the fault-free response for some other test pattern), the signature should be distinct for all the fault-free responses. On the other hand, all the faulty responses can be mapped to the same signature. Therefore, the compactor must produce at least distinct signatures, and at least outputs are necessary to generate these signatures.
The proof of Theorem 1 is constructive, in that it also provides an algorithm for synthesizing an error-propagating space compactor with outputs. The designer can map the fault-free responses to unique symbolic values, as well as all other (faulty) responses of the core to another distinct symbolic value. A logic synthesis tool can then be used for mapping the symbolic values to binary values and for optimizing the space compactor. In this way, we can design a minimum-area space compactor with the maximum possible compaction ratio. For our experiments (described in Section VI), we used the SIS synthesis package from the University of California, Berkeley [27] .
For example, consider the c6288 ISCAS 85 benchmark circuit [25] . We use a compact test set for this circuit consisting of 12 test patterns derived from the Mintest ATPG program [23] . These patterns yield 12 distinct fault-free responses, and the resulting specification for the compactor is shown in Fig. 2 .
In general, the procedure for designing a one-step compactor with complete error propagation for can be described as follows.
1) Determine the number of compactor outputs using Theorem 1. 2) Assign unique signature values to the fault-free responses and a different signature to the set of faulty responses. This can be done using encoding programs such NOVA in the SIS package. For compact tests, the set of fault-free responses is far smaller than the set of all possible faulty responses, hence the latter should be mapped to the all-zero signature for logic minimization. 3) Synthesize the compactor using SIS. If the fault-free responses contain don't-care values then these are utilized to simplify the compaction function and to reduce further the area overhead of the resulting compactor. The above design procedure will, in general, result in a nonlinear compactor. Linear compactors, composed of exclusive-or gates, are often desirable since they are believed to possess excellent error propagation properties and it is relatively easier in these cases to detect faults within the compactor. However, we show below that linear compactors cannot provide any compaction with complete error propagation for IP cores.
Theorem 2: If a -output linear compactor provides complete error propagation for , then , where is the number of outputs in the core under test.
Proof: Suppose the -output compactor consists of linear functions. From the proof of Theorem 1, we know that there must be signature values, where is the number of distinct fault-free responses produced by . Furthermore, each fault-free response must map to a unique signature. Since each of the linear functions is 1 for exactly input combinations, we conclude that each of these functions divides the input space of the compactor into two equal sets. Furthermore, each successive linear function subdivides these sets into equal halves. Therefore, a total of functions will divide the input space of the compactor into a total of sets, each containing input combinations. In order to achieve complete error propagation, we must have at least sets of a single element each, which implies that . Hence, we cannot achieve complete error propagation with .
III. TWO-STEP COMPACTION
Since Theorem 1 provides a tight (realizable) lower bound on , the number of outputs in the compactor, we must consider alternative compactor designs to reduce the value of further. One such alternative approach is based on the use of orthogonally transparent two-step compaction, in which error information is propagated through the compactor in two time steps, and is applied twice to the core under test. The compactor implements a different function for each time step, such that all errors that are not propagated in the first time step are guaranteed to be propagated in the second.
We first review some basic terminology and notation on transparency, as presented in [24] . A space compactor is said to be transparent if any two different values and that appear on its input produce different values at its output. The function realized by partitions the set of values that can appear at its output into blocks. This partition is formally represented by a transmission function, denoted as , where is the set of input values in the th block, and is the corresponding output value produced by the module for all of . For example, for the 2-input AND gate, has two blocks.
The amount of information that can be propagated by clearly depends on the structure of the blocks in 's transmission function. If each block has only one element, then is transparent, otherwise it is only partially transparent. can be made transparent by propagating the input data in multiple time steps by applying a sequence of values on control inputs; in fact, such -step transparency was used in [5] , [16] for space compaction. However, the -step transparency approach in [5] relies on structural information and is therefore unsuitable for IP cores. The two-step, error-propagating compactor proposed in [16] is independent of a test set, and it reduces outputs of the core under test to signature streams for all errors. We are interested here in using the knowledge of fault-free responses for the synthesis of transparent space compactors with much higher compaction ratio. No other structural information of the core under test is used in the proposed approach.
A space compactor can be designed to be transparent in two time steps if the transmission functions and for the two time steps are orthogonal. A pair of transmission functions is defined to be orthogonal in [24] if no two elements that appear in the same block of appear in a common block in . For example, and are orthogonal to each other. In fact, as shown in Fig. 3 , can always be directly constructed from . A space compactor that performs two-step compaction implements two functions corresponding to the transmission functions and . A -bit 2-to-1 multiplexer is used to select the appropriate compaction function [see Fig. 4(a) ]. In order to reduce area (both gate and interconnect) overhead, we present an implementation in which is trivially implemented using a set of feed-through wires, i.e., in the first time-step, carefully-chosen outputs of the core under test are directly connected to the compactor outputs. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) .
A procedure for selecting primary outputs that determine is shown in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 6 , we present the pseudocode description for a procedure to generate from . Next, we present a lower bound on for two-step compaction. This lower bound can be achieved through a careful choice of . Theorem 3: Let be a test for a core under test . Let be the number of distinct fault-free responses of to . A lower bound on for a two-step error-propagating space compactor for is given by
Proof: Let be the number of elements in the largest block in . Since is orthogonal to , we need to ensure that each of these elements is assigned to a different block of . For a -output compactor, there are a total of blocks available in , out of which one block must be used for the responses that are not generated by the fault-free core under test. This implies that . Furthermore, since there are blocks in , the number of elements in the largest block of is at least . This imposes the condition , which implies that . Therefore which yields . Let . We now get the quadratic inequality 
This can be written as which implies that
, and therefore . A corollary to Theorem 3 is that the number of outputs for a two-step compactor can never be less than half the number of outputs required by a one-step compactor. This result is also supported by intuition since all errors produced by the test set are now being propagated in two time-steps. Corollary 1: Let be the number of outputs in a one-step (two-step) compactor for . Then . Proof: We need to show that . We do this, as follows:
. This completes the proof. Once we obtain a lower bound on from Theorem 3, we attempt to find outputs of the core under test (and pass them through the compactor) such that transmission function contains at most elements in any block. This can be obtained through an exhaustive search algorithm. Since Theorem 3 yields a small value of , the exhaustive search algorithm is a small-degree polynomial in . If it is not possible to find outputs such that no block in has more than elements, then the lower bound of Theorem 3 cannot be achieved for the implementation of Fig. 4(b) and higher values of must be considered. Note that in general, a larger proportion of errors are propagated by ; nevertheless, is necessary to ensure complete error propagation.
As an example, we revisit the fault-free test responses for the c6288 circuit shown in Fig. 2 . Since for this example,
. We next note that if the two rightmost outputs of the circuit are fed through in the first time-step, then the corresponding transmission function has four blocks of three elements each, and therefore the lower bound on can indeed is the set of all (faulty) responses that are not included in the given set of fault-free responses. The compactor specifications for the two steps are shown in Fig. 7 .
The space compactor for the second time-step corresponding to can now be easily implemented using standard logic synthesis tools. In general, a procedure for implementing a two-step completely error-propagating compactor for is given below.
1) Determine the minimum number of compactor outputs using Theorem 3. 2) Determine outputs of the core under test such that for the architecture of Fig. 4(b) , at most elements in any block of . This is done through the recursive procedure described in Fig. 5. 3) Determine the orthogonal transmission function using the algorithm outlined in Fig. 3 . A pseudocode procedure for generating is given in Fig. 6 . 4) Assign unique signature values to the blocks of that contain fault-free responses, and a different signature to the block of faulty responses. This can once again be done using encoding programs such NOVA in the SIS package. For compact tests, the set of fault-free re- sponses is far smaller than the set of all possible faulty responses, hence the latter should be mapped to the all-zero signature for logic minimization. If the fault-free responses contain don't-care values then these are utilized to simplify the compaction function and to reduce further the area overhead of the resulting compactor. Even though two-step compaction based on orthogonal transmission functions requires two time-steps, the testing time can be reduced from cycles to cycles, where depends on and the number of fault-free responses . In order to achieve this reduction in testing time, we apply and compact first the responses using -this allows us to propagate errors that change a fault-free response to an output which is not in the set of fault-free responses. In addition, depending on the structure of , a number of other errors are also propagated in this time-step. The second time-step compacting the test responses using is only performed for a subset of . The following lemma characterizes which patterns of are unnecessary for error propagation in this time-step.
Lemma 1: It is not necessary to compact the response corresponding to a test pattern in the second time-step (using ) if and only if the response is the only element in its block in . Proof: To proof sufficiency, suppose is the only element in its block in . Since the complete test set is applied to the core under test in the first time-step corresponding to , any error that changes to some other response is propagated. Therefore, it is not necessary to propagate such errors in the next time-step using . The proof for necessity is similar.
We utilize Lemma 1 in the procedures described in Figs. 5 and 6 in order to increase the likelihood of having blocks in with single elements. We next use Lemma 1 to derive an upper bound on the number of patterns that can be dropped in the second time-step when is used. Theorem 4: Let be the number of fault-free responses and the let be the number of outputs in the error-propagating compactor. An upper bound on the number of patterns that can be dropped in the second time-step is given by Proof: If patterns can be dropped when is used, then from Lemma 1, there can be at most blocks in that contain one element. Furthermore, since two elements in the same block of must belong to different blocks of , each block of can have at most elements. Therefore, the number of blocks in containing more than element is at most . This implies that which yields . For example, for the c6288 test set, since and and no test pattern can be dropped. This shows that no reduction in testing time is possible if . It also suggests that for a given test set, greater the compaction ratio, the smaller is the number of test patterns that can be eliminated. Therefore we can trade off testing time with the compaction ratio by choosing a value for that is slightly higher than the lower bound. In fact, we can charaterize the rate at which must grow such that the fraction reduction in testing time, , remains constant with increasing . Theorem 5: Let be the number of fault-free responses and the let be the number of outputs in the completely error-propagating compactor. Let be the number of patterns that are unnecessary for error propagation with
. If the fraction reduction in testing time, , is to remain constant with increasing , then . Proof: We assume that , since for most compact tests, the fault-free responses are all distinct. From Theorem 4, we know that . If we let , we get the following quadratic inequality which yields
Treating as a constant, we get and . 
IV. CASE STUDIES
In this section, we present experimental results on the synthesis of space compactors for several large ISCAS benchmark circuits [25] , [26] . We considered the combinational benchmarks and the functional outputs of the full-scan versions of the sequential benchmarks. We used test sets from the Mintest ATPG program [23] as well as compact test sets derived using high-level functional models [28] . The test sets achieve 100% fault coverage for nonredundant stuck-at faults. For our experiments, we used the SIS package running on a Sun Ultra Sparc workstation with 256 MB of memory, and estimated the circuit area by using the literal counts provided by SIS. For the ISCAS 89 circuits, we included the area estimates of the scan flip-flops in our calculations. The experimental results for one-step compaction for propagating all errors are presented in Table I .
For the smaller benchmarks, the hardware overhead of the proposed method is high since the compactor area is comparable to the area of the circuits. Typical IP cores are considerably larger than these circuits. Nevertheless, we were able to design a one-step compactor for c499 with only 10.6% overhead using the test set from [28] . There is a significant relationship between the area overhead of the compactor and the test set . For example, if the test set from [23] is used for c1355, the overhead is over 100%; however, it reduces to 19% when the test set from [28] is used. The area overhead of the compactor for c6288 is very low for test sets from both [23] and [28] . This benchmark is a 16-bit multiplier circuit and is more representative of typical combinational cores.
Most cores however are sequential circuits with internal scan. Therefore, we also designed the space compactor for the functional outputs of two large ISCAS 89 circuits. We did not attempt to compact the scan outputs of these circuits. Typically, the number of functional outputs are far greater than the number of scan outputs. We assumed that during test application, the response patterns at the functional outputs change only when a new pattern is applied from the functional inputs and from the internal scan chain(s).
For the two large ISCAS 89 circuits that we considered, we partitioned their functional outputs such that SIS could synthe- size space compactors for them in reasonable time (at most a couple of hours of user time). The complexity of the synthesis procedure depends on the number of functional outputs (the number of compactor inputs), and we found in our experiments that optimized compactors can be generated more easily if is at most 32. This presents a tradeoff between compaction ratio and the ability to automatically synthesize space compactors. For example, for s35932, we first partitioned the 320 functional outputs into ten groups of 32 outputs each. We then synthesized a space compactor for each of these partitions. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , this resulted in a total of 40 compactor outputs, yielding a compaction ratio of 8. The total overhead for this design was only 6.86%. Alternatively, as shown in Fig. 8(b) , we can also partition the 320 outputs into 8 groups of 40 outputs each. The overhead for the latter design is only 6.56%.
In order to increase the compaction ratio, we used a second stage of compaction, in which the 40 outputs from the first stage are further compacted to 4 outputs (see Fig. 9 ). The overhead for these alternative designs, which yield the maximum possible compaction ratio, are only 7.23% and 7.40%, respectively. Even better results can be expected with a systematic partitioning strategy.
We partitioned the 106 functional outputs of s38417 in a similar way. We formed three groups of 27 outputs each, and we formed a fourth group containing 25 outputs. This yields a total of 28 compacted ouputs, with a total area overhead of 10.05%. If we reduce the number of compactor outputs to seven (minimum possible), then the area overhead increases only slightly to 11.99%.
We next present experimental results on two-step compaction using orthogonal transmission functions. As noted before, two-step compaction yields a smaller value for and it also often reduces the area overhead. While these benefits are accompanied by an increase in the testing time, for compact test sets, this increase does not add substantially to the test cost. Furthermore, we can use Lemma 1 to reduce the number of patterns that must be applied in the second time-step. Table II shows the area overhead and the number of compactor outputs for two-step compaction. The lower bound on given by Theorem 3 is achieved for every case that we consider. The area overhead figures in Table II include the literal counts for the multiplexers to switch between the two transmission functions. In a number of cases, the area overhead for two-step compaction (including the multiplexer needed to switch between and ) is less than that for one-step compaction.
In Table III , we present experimental results on the number of test patterns that can be discarded in the second time-step. We observe that a significant fraction of patterns can be dropped in many cases, especially if is not as low as the lower bound predicted by Theorem 3.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new space compaction approach that only uses information about the fault-free responses for a precomputed test set . It is particularly suitable for reducing output test data volume for embedded cores. The proposed approach does not make any assumption about an underlying error model; moreover, it does not make use of any structural information about the core. This approach has several advantages: complete propagation of all errors, optimum (provably maximum) compaction ratio, parallel access to the functional outputs of the core, and reduced testing time and test data volume. The compactor design is based on the use of orthogonal transmission functions, which allow all errors produced by to be propagated through the space compactor. We have demonstrated the feasibility of this approach by presenting case studies on compactor synthesis for several large ISCAS benchmark circuits. The proposed method is best suited to circuits for which compact test sets are available. This limitation can be mitigated by designing a completely error-propagating compactor for a high-quality test set embedded within a larger test set , and using a parity tree to handle responses for patterns that are in .
